The anomaly zone presents a major challenge to the accurate resolution of 1 many parts of the Tree of Life. The anomaly zone is defined by the presence of a gene tree 2 topology that is more probable than the true species tree. This discrepancy can result from 3 consecutive rapid speciation events in the species tree. Similar to the problem of 4 long-branch attraction, including more data (loci) will only reinforce the support for the 5 incorrect species tree. Empirical phylogenetic studies often implement coalescent based 6 species tree methods to avoid the anomaly zone, but to this point these studies have not 7 had a method for providing any direct evidence that the species tree is actually in the 8 anomaly zone. In this study, we use 16 species of lizards in the family Scincidae to 9 investigate whether nodes that are difficult to resolve are located within the anomaly zone. 10 We analyze new phylogenomic data (429 loci), using both concatenation and coalescent 11 based species tree estimation, to locate conflicting topological signal. We then use the 12 unifying principle of the anomaly zone, together with estimates of ancestral population 13 sizes and species persistence times, to determine whether the observed phylogenetic conflict 14 is a result of the anomaly zone. We identify at least three regions of the Scindidae 15 phylogeny that provide demographic signatures consistent with the anomaly zone, and this 16 new information helps reconcile the phylogenetic conflict in previously published studies on 17 these lizards. The anomaly zone presents a real problem in phylogenetics, and our new 18 framework for identifying anomalous relationships will help empiricists leverage their 19 resources appropriately for overcoming this challenge. (Keywords: anomalous gene trees, 20 IDBA, incomplete lineage sorting, phylogenetics, probes, sequence capture, ultraconserved 21 elements, UCE)
by showing that short internal branch lengths for an asymmetric topology 48 will result in high probability for a symmetric AGT (Figure 1) . The limit of the anomaly 49 zone a(x) is defined by the following equation:
where x is the length of the branch in the species tree that has a descendant internal et al. 2013) and have shown very short internode lengths and multiple alternative potential capture bias, and can increase sequence capture efficiency over 1x probes (Tewhey et al. 2009 ).
152
To increase the relevance of our data for other squamate phylogeny studies, we 153 developed probes for the 44 genes used in the squamate Tree of Life project (Wiens et al. 154 2012). Two 120 bp probes were designed for the center region of each gene, overlapping by 155 60 bp. In total, the probe set used for this study consists of 1,170 probes targeting 585 loci.
156
Of those loci, 44 are commonly used in studies of squamates and 541 are UCE loci, kit with a modified protocol. We substituted a blocking mix of 500 uM (each) oligos composed of forward and reverse compliments of the Illumina Truseq Nano Adapters, with 177 inosines in place of the indices, for the adapter blocking mix (Block #3) provided with the 178 kit (oligo sequences on Dryad). We also substituted the kit supplied blocking mix #1 179 (Human Cot-1) for a chicken blocking mix (Chicken Hybloc, Applied Genetics Lab Inc.), 180 which more closely matches our lizard targets. partitions and a parsimony starting tree with heated chains using different starting trees 234 than the cold chain. Four independent runs were conducted, each with four chains, 235 sampling every 500 generations. ExaBayes runs continued until the termination condition 236 of mean topological difference less than 5% with at least 500,000 generations was met. Due to the large number of genes sampled we limit our species tree estimation to a 242 summary statistic approach. Species tree accuracy in summary statistic approaches is 243 dependent on gene tree accuracy Mirarab et al. 2014 We use the unifying principle of the anomaly zone (Rosenberg 2013) There were 110 unique species tree topologies found using the bootstrap replicates.
344
The MP-EST eMRC species tree has 100% support for many relationships (Figure 2c individually, which were used to calculate λ (λ = 2τ /θ) (Table 3) Table 3 : Median branch lengths (τ ) and population sizes (θ) used to calculate the coalescent unit (λ) for the nodes labelled on the MP-EST species tree (Figure 2c ). a(x) indicates the limit of the anomaly zone for that node length. If the length of the descendant node is smaller than a(x), then the node pair is in the anomaly zone. If a(x) is < 0 the node pair will not produces anomalous trees. Descendant nodes in bold indicate anomaly zone pair. For branches under the anomaly zone curve the symmetric anomalous gene tree will have a higher probability than the asymmetric gene tree that matches the species tree. Both concatenation analyses have similar topologies with differences in the placement of Ophiomorus and the RAxML tree is slightly longer. The species tree (c) is shown as a cladogram. Relationships within the Lygosominae are the same across analyses. The relationships within Scincinae differ both between the concatenation analyses and in comparison to the species tree. Letters on species tree nodes are used for Table 3 and discussion of internode pairs. 
